Instance segmentation is a problem of significance in computer vision. However, preparing annotated data for this task is extremely time-consuming and costly. By combining the advantages of 3D scanning, physical reasoning, and GAN techniques, we introduce a novel pipeline named Geometry-guided GAN (GeoGAN) to obtain large quantities of training samples with minor annotation. Our pipeline is well-suited to most indoor and some outdoor scenarios. To evaluate our performance, we build a new Instance-60K dataset, with various of common objects categories. Extensive experiments show that our pipeline can achieve decent instance segmentation performance given very low human annotation cost.
Introduction
Instance segmentation [6, 43] is one of the fundamental problems in computer vision, which provides many more details in comparison to object detection [30] , or semantic segmentation [24] . With the development of deep learning, significant progress has been made in instance segmentation. However, preparing annotations for training instance segmentation is still extremely costly. When meeting a new environment with many new objects, large-scale training data collection and annotation is inevitable, which is costprohibitive and time-consuming.
Researchers have longed for a means of generating numerous training samples with minor labor. GAN [13] is a popular method of generating new samples, but it is not currently possible to produce new image samples paired with instance segmentation simultaneously. Computer graphics renderer or game engines is another possible way (e.g. render CNN [36] ), since a 3D scene can be a source of unlimited photorealistic image paired with ground truth. Nevertheless, it is not practical to tailor high-quality 3D models of targeting new objects outside existing model datasets.
Therefore, we present a new pipeline that attempts to address this challenge. In our pipeline, we scan new objects and environmental backgrounds as 3D models. Thus, scanned object models are placed in environmental backgrounds to generate various 3D scenes in a physically plausible manner. In this way, we can capture images from different viewpoints under various layouts, paired with ground truth of instance segmentation, surface normal and depth map. The advantages of our generated data are as follows:
• Scene Plausibility: The generated images fully describe the new targeting environment.
• Paired Annotation: The generated images of our pipeline are naturally paired with annotations.
• Low Cost and Scalability: Minimal human effort both in data collection and annotation. Given scanned models, the generated images can be scalable without additional labor.
• Physical Plausibility: Object layouts in the generated image should be physically plausible.
• Diversity: The generated samples have various layouts and camera viewpoints and include complex scenes.
The comparison with conventional GAN, exhausting labeling, are listed in Table 1 .
Due to the artifacts of the 3D scan, we further improve the visual quality via a novel Geometry-guided GAN (GeoGAN) framework. A new objective function is built including LSGAN [25] and geometry-guided loss. The former helps GAN stabilize training and produce visually high-quality images, the latter requires the output image from GAN to reconstruct geometry information (e.g. instance segmentation, surface normal and depth), which serves as a geometry prior constraint. In this process, a geometry predictor will be improved with GeoGAN in an iterative manner, since better geometry predictor advances geometry-guided loss in GeoGAN. Finally, large quantities of high-quality images paired with instance segmentation ground truth are generated for the new environment.
In comparison with conventional exhausting annotation, normally, we can reduce labor cost by nearly 2000 fold, in the meanwhile, achieve decent accuracy. (See Figure 1) . It is only necessary to scan the objects, and an environmental background, which is easy to accomplish in most of indoor and some of outdoor scenarios. Unlike other CG based methods render using existing model dataset, all images are realistic and describe the targeting environment as well, since they are rendered from real-world scanned data. In sequence, GeoGAN will facilitate image enhancement.
In conclusion, our method is general to many scenarios, which shows its wide applicability, we have successfully applied this framework to three different scenes, namely a shelf from a supermarket (for a self-service supermarket), a desk from an office (for home robot), a tote similar in Amazon Robotic Challenge 1 . Our contributions have three folds:
• We construct a 3D scene by arranging scanned models in a physically plausible manner to generate images paired with an instance segmentation mask.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first one to generate data for instance segmentation training incorporating GAN. A novel Geometry-guided GAN architecture is proposed.
• To better illustrate the efficacy of our framework, we build a new Instance-60K dataset.
Related Works
Instance Segmentation Instance segmentation has become a hot topic in recent years. Dai et al. [6] proposed 1 https://www.amazonrobotics.com/#/roboticschallenge a complex multiple-stage cascaded network that does detection, segmentation, and classification in sequence. Li et al. [43] combined a segment proposal system and object detection system, simultaneously producing object classes, bounding boxes, and masks. These two methods are widely used baselines. Hence, we also adopt them for the benchmark test. Mask R-CNN [15] is currently state-of-theart method, which supports multiple tasks including instance segmentation, object detection, human pose estimation. Anyway, exhausting labeling is required to guarantee a satisfactory performance, if we apply these methods to a new environment.
Generative Adversarial Networks Since introduced by Goodfellow [13] , generative adversarial networks have fruitful results in various fields, such as image generation [29] , image to image translation [44] , 3D model generation [41] , etc. The adversarial objective is the key to GAN's success, though the original version has many defects namely mode collapse, converging troubles. Polished objectives are continuously reported. LSGAN [25] among the popular objectives, and we adopted it to stabilize GAN training. But, current generative adversarial network cannot generate image samples paired with instance segmentation annotation.
Synthetic Data for Training Some researchers attempt to generate synthetic data for vision tasks such as viewpoint estimation [36] , object detection [11] , semantic segmentation [32] . In [1] , Alhaija et al. did data augmentation for road scene instance segmentation, but their purpose was not to synthesize images with a physically plausible layout and simply posted rendered 3D models into a background image. These images do not address the problem of rendering artifact and lead to poor training samples.
Image to Image Translation A general image to image translation framework was first introduced by Pix2Pix [17] , but it required a great amount of paired data. Chen [4] proposed a cascaded refinement network free of adversarial training, which gets high-resolution results, but still demands paired data. Taigman et al. [37] proposed an unsupervised approach to learn cross-domain conversion, however it needs a pre-trained function to map samples from two domains into an intermediate representation.
Dual learning [44, 42, 19] is soon imported for unpaired image translation, but currently, dual learning methods encounter setbacks when camera viewpoint or object position varies. On the contrary to CycleGAN, Benaim et al. [2] learned one-side mapping. Refining rendered image using GAN is also not unknown. RenderGAN [34] experimented on gray-scale, low resolution, single scenario. Shrivastava et al. [33] refined synthetic data to real data, but it merely dealt with gray-scale images and datasets which contains hand gesture or eye gaze only. Bousmalis et al. [3] required RGB-D real image. Regarding Linemod experiment, the visual quality of GAN generated images when remove depth channels is not mentioned. In comparison with our framework, these methods, in a paired or unpaired fashion, can only handle relatively simple situations, like gray-scale images, plain layouts, or single object.
Scene Generation by GAN GAN for scene generation starts with DCGAN [29] , DCGAN tried to learn the distribution of real scene data. Generated scenes are based on learned distribution, not object-aware, i.e. unable to reason geometry. [40] trained structure and style GAN separately and jointly consecutively, output scenes are conditioned on surface normal maps, which contribute to making the scene more structure-aware. [39] applied adversarial training to tune parameters of illumination, viewpoints, and layouts of the 3D scene. But the final image still resembles CG. Such methods either have no control of the content of the generated images, or have no intention to generate realistic images.
Scene Generation by Computer Graphics Scene generation by CG techniques is a well-studied area in the computer graphics community [14, 26, 35, 9, 27] . Generally speaking, the believable layout of a scene is either handcrafted by artists or computed by statistical priors and simulated annealing. Physically based rendering can produce highly photorealistic images, but it required considerable expertise in CG techniques and time to render.
In short, none of the current methods listed above can produce visual high-quality images paired with instance segmentation annotation with minimal labor.
Rough Image and Annotation Generation
In this section, we introduce how to generate numerous rough images with annotations with minimal effort. As shown in Figure 2 , we only need to input scan of 3D object models and a 3D environmental background, our physics engine and rendering system can produce massive rough RGB images with ground truths, such as instance segmentation, depth map and surface normal. Here, "rough image" means a roughly rendered RGB image with some artifacts due to imperfectly scanning. We will discuss how to polish it in section 4. Owing to the powerful physics engine, produced rough images can cover various plausible layouts under given environments. In what follows, we depict how to acquire 3D objects and environmental backgrounds, as well as, how to generate rough images by rendering pipeline. Note that we can have multiple environmental backgrounds for each case.
3D Data Acquisition
Object and environmental background models are acquired by scanning. Objects are videotaped by iPhone5s and reconstructed by the multi-view environment (MVE) [10] , an open-source pipeline for image-based geometry reconstruction, which features structure-from-motion, multi-view stereo and surface reconstruction. MVE is capable of generating dense meshes with a fine texture. For the environmental background, scenes without targeting objects are scanned by Intel RealSense R200 and reconstructed by Re-constructMe 2 .
Other proper scanning devices also work, we chose this equipment only by virtue of handiness.
Physically Plausible Reasoning
With 3D models of objects and environmental background at hand, we are ready to generate scenes in the physics reasoning system. To make scene physically plausible, we select an off-the-shelf physics engine, Project Chrono [38] . All scenes are created by randomly dropping objects from the ceiling. Ideally, we can produce all possible object layouts in this way. The position of objects in the stable state results from physical laws supported by the physics engine. On top of physical laws, some life experience rules can be easily added to the physics engine. For example, we can set the rule that "mouse should be on the mouse pad". The rule reasoning system is primitive in this paper, more complex rules are open to be added.
Rough RBG Image Producing
Once a layout settled, we can snapshot the layout to generate images according to the virtual camera positions. Here we pick OpenGL as the render system to produce rough images and corresponding ground truth images. RGB information is obtained by depth sensor scanning or multi-view texture mapping. Due to the limitation of scanning precision of depth sensor and estimation errors of camera position of MVE, the quality of the rendered image is always imperfect, as shown in Figure 2 . We can observe inconsistent global illumination and flawed appearance textures. These two reasons are why we call it rough RGB image. In our rendering system, instance segmentation, surface normal and depth image can be effortlessly obtained. In the next section, we will demonstrate how to refine them.
Geometry-guided GAN
Now, we have collection of the rough (RGB) image
where M is the sample size. With these data, we can train the geometry predictor in aid of these ground truths as
where I means input image, Θ represents parameter of predictor and I s , I n and I d are instance segmentation, depth map and normal map respectively. We proposed a "GDP" structured GAN to refine the rough image. The overview is sketched in Figure 3 . The "GDP" structure comprises a generator (G), a discriminator (D) and a geometry predictor (P) which serves as a geometry prior guidance. Given more realistic images, geometry predictor can be further improved and will in turn guide GAN to produce more geometry reasonable images. GAN and predictor promote each other in training. Therefore, we iteratively train GeoGAN and geometry predictor under a unified framework. 
Objective Function
The objective function of GeoGAN consists of four loss functions that will be presented in what follows.
LSGAN Loss
We adopt a least-square generative adversarial objective (LSGAN) [25] to produce visual highquality images. The LSGAN adversarial loss can be written as
where Φ means the parameter of GAN, x and y stands for a sample from the rough image and the real image do-main respectively. G stands for the generator and D is the discriminator. The real image is captured from targeting environment without annotation. So it is an effortless job. The generator function is denoted as g(·|Φ).
We denote the output of GAN for i th rough image as I * i (Φ, I r i ), since it depends on both Φ and I r i , simplified as
Structure Loss Our goal is to refine the rough image, but GAN does not guarantee the structure preserving. Therefore, we introduce a structure loss to ensure I * i (Φ) maintains the original structure of I r i . Instead of using a simple pixel-wise comparison loss like 1 or 2 norm, which usually causes generated images look exactly like the input rough image, but we still need to prevent generated image deviating from input image too much. To meet the need, a Pairwise Mean Square Error loss (PMSE) is imported from [7] , expressed as:
The PMSE loss is a kind of contrastive loss which keep the pixel consistency, i.e. rough RGB images (I r ) and transferred RGB images (I * ). The first term is like an MSE loss, and the second one penalizes the pixel inconsistencies within I * compared with I r . It can help the generator to keep basic color and structural content, and reduces the generative artifacts like texture wrong mapping.
Reconstruction Loss To ensure the geometry information successfully encoded in the network. We also use a reconstruction loss for each input images. Geometry-guided Loss Given an excellent geometer predictor, a high-quality image should be able to produce desirable instance segmentation, depth map and normal map. It is a useful criterion that judges whether I * i is qualified or not. An unqualified image (with artifacts, distorted structure) will induce large geometry guided loss and cannot be well reconstructed.
Overall Loss Function In sum, our objective function can be expressed as:
we fix Θ and minimize Φ to reduce the loss when training the generator and the discriminator.
Iterative Optimization Framework
Geometry predictor maps real image into geometric shaped images. Therefore, we hope the training samples for the geometry predictor are visually high-quality images. When some visually high-quality images are produced by GeoGAN, they can be taken as training samples for the geometry predictor. Therefore, our geometry predictor is upgraded as the improvement of GeoGAN. On the other hand, a better geometry predictor will give some poor images large reconstruction errors as shown in Figure 4 . We 
In the first few iterations, we train geometry predictor with rough images (I = I r ) to have a good initialization on Θ. It is not ideal yet, but it is adequate to judge images with very poor geometry structure, i.e. images output from GAN in first few epochs. It helps GeoGAN training. Then, feeding GAN generated images to train predictor (I = I * ) in following rounds. We iteratively optimize Θ and Φ. As the improvement of f (·), the represented geometry-guided loss will be better. Therefore, GeoGAN and geometry predictor mutually help each other in an iterative manner. The iteration framework is sketched in Figure 5 . 
Implementation
As mentioned earlier, our network consists of three parts, a generator, a discriminator and a predictor. Also called GDP structure. The detailed architecture is shown in Figure  6 .
Dual Path Generator (G)
The greatest challenge is how to organize heterogeneous information during the generation process. Segmentation, surface normal, and depth image indicate the geometry information, while the rough RGB image indicates the color information.
For this reason, we extract features from these four kinds of images through dual data paths and concatenate them in sequence. Feature maps of segmentations and surface normal and depth image are concatenated first, and then the fused feature maps are concatenated to feature maps of color images. In this way, our framework can preserve details of synthetic basic pattern, reasonable geometry, and physical characteristics.
We adapt transform net in [18] for our generator, similar architectures are reported in several following works [44, 3] . It contains several residual blocks [16] and two stride-2 convolutional layers and transposed convolutional layers. Instance Normalization used in [18] became very useful for style transfer or image translation task when batch size is 1. We also apply this technique in our framework. It is known that the transposed convolutional layer is easy to cause checkboard like artifacts [28] , we use bilinear upsampling as an alternative.
Markovian Discriminator (D)
The discriminator is a typical PatchGAN or Markovian discriminator described in [22, 21, 17] with a receptive field size of 70×70, achieved by five convolutional layers.
To reduce the model oscillation [12] , we adopt a trick from [33] which updates discriminator with a generated image picked from an image buffer with size 50. 
Geometry Predictor (P)
Geometry predictor is a network that regresses a generated image to segmentation, surface normal and depth. FCN like networks [24] or UNet [31] are good candidates for the geometry predictor. In implementation, we choose a UNet architecture due to its simplicity and style. Skip connections in UNet are shortcuts that bridge the gap from lowlevel features to high-level. Unlike naive encoder-decoder networks, the decoder in UNet has more detailed information when decoding. The output feature maps from UNet will then be divided and post-processed by three convolutional operations separately to generate desired triple maps.
Training Details
Adam optimizer [20] is used for both modules, GeoGAN and Geometry Predictor, with batch size of 1. GeoGAN and geometry predictor are trained iteratively and both from scratch. We firstly trained geometry predictor with 5 epochs to get a good initialization, then began the iterative procedures. In the iterative procedures, learning rate for the first 100 epochs are 0.0002 and linearly decay to zero in the next 100 epochs.
All training images are of size 256 × 256.
All models are trained with λ 1 = 2, λ 2 = 5, λ 3 = 10, λ 4 = 3. Generator is trained twice before discriminator update once. Figure 7 . Representative environmental backgrounds and corresponding object models.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our generated instance segmentation samples quantitatively and qualitatively.
Dataset Building and Evaluation Metric
We found no existing Instance segmentation dataset [5, 23, 8] can benchmark our task. Only masks are provided and 3D models cannot be built upon them. Therefore, we build a new dataset to benchmark our method.
We choose three representative scenes, namely supermarket shelf, office desk and tote. These three scenes are chosen since they potentially benefit real-world applications in the future. Supermarket cases are well-suited to self-service supermarkets like Amazon Go 3 . Home robots will always meet the scene of an office desk. The tote is in the same setting as Amazon Robotic Challenge. Their layouts are designed to look natural by using human mannerisms. For a shelf in a supermarket, objects should be well-organized. Objects of the same category should stay together, lining up or piling up, and objects of similar categories or similar functionality should stay closer. In another end, one can randomly throw objects into a tote and still think it is a natural layout. We built a dataset for the selected scenes from scratch.
First, we picked objects of 30 categories for a shelf scene, which items such as soft drinks, biscuits, and tissues. 15 categories for desk scene and tote scene. All are common objects in the corresponding scenes. A detailed object list can be found in the supplementary materials.
Second, we scanned 3D models to render rough images as mentioned in section 3. Some representative object models and environmental backgrounds are shown in Figure 7 .
After that, we began to annotate real-world images in those scenes for benchmark named "Instance-60K dataset" (means 60K instances in the dataset). About 2000 photos are annotated for each scene, that is 6000 images in total. The number of labeled instance is 60894. We have average 966 instances per category. This scale is about three times larger than PASCAL VOC [8] level (346 instances per category), so it is qualified to benchmark this problem. Again, we found instance segmentation annotation is laborious, it took more than 4000 man-hours on building this dataset. Some representative real images and annotation are shown in Figure 8 . As we can see, annotating them is timeconsuming.
Photos are taken by normal smartphones with the same resolution ratio. We arranged 10 layouts for the shelf, and over 100 layouts for desk and tote. The scene datasets will publish available. 3 https://www.amazon.com/b?node=16008589011
Qualitative Evaluation
Rough RGB images have two main issues, possible color defects in the scanning process, and no high-level physical illumination and material effects in the simulation process.
As shown in Figure 9 , not only do transferred images have a more realistic background and improved lighting conditions, but objects originally rendered with the wrong color (pillow in desk scene, yuanmu tissue in shelf scene), holes (mouse mat in desk scene), are fixed by GeoGAN. The result shows our produced refined fake images closely resemble the real image.
More resulting images are listed in the supplementary materials.
User Study We invited 50 subjects with varying nationalities, genders and ages to visually evaluate our results. Given a pair of rough and refined images, they are asked which one is visually realistic. Each subject checks 500 cases. 99.7% of the subjects stated the refined image was more realistic than the rough image. Table 2 . mAP results on real, rough, fake, fake plus models of different scenes with MNC and FCIS.
Quantitative Evaluation
We employed instance segmentation tasks to evaluate a various generated samples. To prove that the proposed framework generally works, we will report results using different segmentation models, namely MNC [6] and FCIS [43] . Since the author of Mask R-CNN [15] haven't released the code, and it would be very different if we reimplement it, it is not adopted by us to train segmentation models.
We train segmentation model on resulting images produced by our GeoGAN. The trained model is denoted as "fake-model". Likewise, model trained on rough images is denoted as "rough-model". One question we should ask is that how about "fake-model" compare to models train on real images. To answer this question, we train segmentation models on training set of instance-60K dataset, which is denoted as "real-model". It is pre-trained on COCO dataset [23] .
Training procedures on real images strictly follow the procedures mentioned in [6] (MNC) and [43] (FCIS). We find the learning rate for real images is not workable to rough images and GAN generated images, so we lower the learning rate and make it decay earlier.
Our testing metric is exactly the same with PASCAL VOC.
For a fair comparison, all models are trained with 4500 images, though we can generate endless training sample for "rough-model" and "fake-model". It is because "realmodel" only can train on 4500 images in the training set of instance-60K dataset. Finally, all three models are evalu-ated on testing set of instance-60K dataset.
Experiment results shown in Table 2 . It again shows that our GeoGAN is important for high-quality instance segmentation. Though overall mAP of the rough image is generally low, "fake-model" significantly outperformed "rough-model", and close to "real-model". However, it still has a clear gap between "fake-model" results and real one.
Furthermore, we would like to know how many refined training images is sufficient to achieve comparable results with "real-model". Hence, we conducted experiments on 15000 GAN generated images, and named model as "fake plus -model". As we can see from Table 2 , "fake plusmodel" and "real" is really close. We try to augment more training samples to "fake plus -model", but, the improvement is marginal. That is, our generated "images + annotation" is comparable with "real image + human annotation" for instance segmentation. In contrast to exhausting annotation using over 1000 human-hours per scene, our pipeline takes 0.7 human-hours per scene.
Discussion
We did not intend to generalize or reuse scanned objects to different scenarios. Our pipeline is for multiple kinds of application like robotics in household, self-service supermarket, hospital sickroom. Object categories in such scenario are not frequently changed. For supermarket, object instance may change frequently, but the category not, at least in a period.
Robots/instance segmentation model optimized especially for such scenarios are reasonable for 2 reasons. 1).
Models trained on open world datasets such as COCO are unlikely to perform well directly in specific scene. It surely need to be finetuned just as we do. 2). Robots work in such scenarios are not often working outside the specific scene. For example, a domestic robot for Anys house is unlikely to serve Toms house. If they do, all the robots need to do is finetuning for new specific scene. We dont think the generalization is a severe issue in such cases.
In the experiment, our scene setting is rather simple, its not unreasonable for instance segmentation models perform well in such scene setting. Nevertheless, we can still obviously see a performance difference between shelf and desk or tote. Because shelf is more complex. Open world datasets contain numerous indoors and outdoors scenarios, and instances in such datasets vary a lot. Admittedly, our datasets are not that difficult to train. But it is valid to acknowledge the efficacy of our pipeline.
Ablation Study
Ablation study is carried out by removing geometryguided loss and structure loss separately. We applied FCIS to train the segmentation models on resulting images from GeoGAN without geometry-guided loss (denoted as "fake plus,w/o-geo -model") or structure loss (denoted as "fake plus,w/o-pmse -model"). Results are as shown in Table  3 . As we can see, it suffers a significant performance loss when removing geometry-guided loss or structure loss. Table 3 . mAP results of ablation study on FCIS.
Limitations and Future Work
If the environmental background changes dynamically, we should scan a large number of environmental backgrounds to cover this variance and take much effort. Due to the limitations of the physics engine, it is hard to handle highly non-rigid objects such as a towel. For another limitation, our method does not consider illumination effects in rendering, since it is much more complicated. GeoGAN that transfers illumination conditions of the real image may Figure 10 . Samples to illustrate the efficacy of structure loss and geometry-guided loss. partially address this problem, but it is still imperfect. In addition, the size of our benchmark dataset is relatively small in comparison with COCO. Future work is necessary to address these limitations.
Conclusion
We proposed a pipeline to generate instance segmentation training samples with minimal human effort. We only need to scan 3D models of objects and environmental backgrounds. Rough training images can be rendered from the 3D scenes constructed by scanned 3D models in a physical plausibility manner. A novel GeoGAN model is proposed to further improve the quality of these images. Extensive results show that our pipeline can achieve a decent instance segmentation performance. Table 4 . List of some representative objects and scenes and their index in Figure 12 . Index a, b, c stand for scene shelf, desk, and tote respectively. Index starts with a, b, c means this object appear in the corresponding scene.
